1. Introduction. Let JF denote a normal compact family of functions fiz) which are analytic in |z| <1 and which satisfy /(0)=0 and /'(0) = 1. Most extremal problems for such a family of functions may be expressed in the form For certain families £F it is possible to describe analytically a subclass of $ which contains the extremal functions of (1.1) for arbitrary Fiwo, • • • , wn+i). Variational techniques afford a natural device for solving such a problem. However, in using this technique it has usually been found necessary to assume that if /(z) is an extremal function for (1.1), (1) (2) JZ \Fkific),-■ -,fMic),c)\ *0. Re zZ Bkwk ^0, iwEKC\D).
k=2
Given any value of 6, -it/2 <6 <ir/2, there exists an r(0)>O such that when O<r<r(0), w = reieEKC\D. For such w the preceding inequality may be written Ke{r2e2ieB2 + oir2) } ^0.
This implies Re eiaB2^0 for -7r<o:<7r. Thus B2 = 0 and Thus the function e(z) =z is an extremal function for (1.1) which by the first part of the proof is impossible. The contradiction arose from the assumption (2.2). Therefore zZt-o \Fkific), ■ ■ ■ ,/("'(c), c)\ ^0 and the proof is complete.
We remark that with only slight modification the same proof yields a similar result for the class of functions piz) analytic in | z| < 1 which satisfy £(0)=1 and Re £(z)>0 for |z| <1. Thus in addition to the theorems in [l] and [2] , the above result is also applicable to the previously listed theorems of [5] , [6] and [7] .
